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Clarity Productions Ltd. 

4 Stables Yard, Argyle Court,  

1103 Argyle Street, Glasgow, G3 8ND 

Tel:  +44 (0)141 221 8821 

E:  info@producingclarity.com  

Rhona Parry  

PSB Review, Ofcom  

Riverside House  

2A Southwark Bridge Road  

London, SE1 9HA  

 

Sent via email 

 

Dear Rhona Parry, 
 

RE: Clarity Productions / Ofcom PSB Review 

  

Having read Ofcom’s PSB review document with interest, I am writing to add my perspective as an 

independent regional producer.  I believe that in order to safeguard the quality, reach, ambition and impact 

of PSB programming, there is a real need for plurality of supply.  As such, I believe that ‘Model 3’ as 

outlined in the review would be the best method to develop PSB programming in the UK by supporting two 

core providers with sufficient scale to deliver public value and with longer term sustainability.     

 

I would also like to comment that I believe that development of a model of competitive supply by Ofcom 

should encourage not only the highest standards of production, but that broadcast production better 

represents the whole of the UK, including increased supply from the Nations and Regions.  Production 

outside of the M25 needs, as its starting point, the ability to build economies of scale to sustain the creative 

industries and it is my opinion this can only be fully achieved with commitment from both the BBC and 

Channel 4.   

 

That said, it is my direct experience that Channel 4 has made a disproportionate positive impact on Nations 

and Regions production and industry sustainability.  It is my hope that ‘Model 3’ might further encourage 

this development whilst also supporting the extension of Channel 4’s remit across platforms and into new 

programming areas.  From my own perspective – as an independent regional producer of specialist factual 

programming - I would particularly highlight the core purposes set out by ‘Next on 4’ to nurture talent, 

alternative voices and fresh perspectives, extend the channel’s commitment to increased spend with small 

and emerging suppliers, and increase the proportion of programming budget spent in the Nations by more 

than 50% by 2012. 

 

I hope this brief response is helpful and please do let me know if you require any further information. 

  

Best wishes, 

  

SARAH TIERNEY 

Company Director 


